


HHOMEWARES
Ulin (Eusideroxylon zwageri) 

Use our high quality natural oil finishing

Characters, Symbols,
Zodiac signs.

Promote your brand,
inform your customers.

QR code Brass

High precision 
laser engraving, 
(characters, logo...)

Engrave

i-rewood.com

6

Want to make it 
even better?

1

2

3

5

4

I-rewood’s hardwood 
homewares are the
ideal eco-friendly
and unique gifts for
both indoor and 
outdoor

 

Species

Indoor

Outdoor

Choose a 
customization

Ulin is a remarkable wood. It's extremely slow growth rate at less than 0.5mm a year 
results in a highly dense wood ideal for exterior applications. Ulin is a rare tree native to 
Indonesia. At i-Rewood all our items come from Uin certified 100% FSC to take care of 
our forests.

All of our wood has been reclaimed or salvaged from ethical and legal sources. We take
unused structures such as bridges, jetties and boats and turn them into beautiful
homerwares. 
Materials have been carefully selected to offer huge design freedom, with the ability to 
create a multitude of textural finishes such as Classic,Vintage,Exotic,plus bespoke size 
and finish options for endless creativity. Rest easy! Bring nature into your home.

Classic smooth +Original rusticOriginal rustic
Vintage Exotic

Classic smooth

Classic

Choose 
a texture

When you are looking for wood for outdoor projects, it is crucial to find a material that
is able to withstand for even extreme climates. Ulin is a naturally water resistant wood,
anti-rot, anti-decay.
Moreover our wood is highly resistant to insect attacks and damage as Ulin is indigestible
by a wide range of pests and insects (including termites), resulting in an effective barrier 
to attack.

Get it fully wrapped in our recycled paper

A A

Click & follow us

Here’s a guide to help 
you choose from a range 
of products and unique
customization.

Jalan Raya Sakah 22x, Batuan, Sukawati, Bali, Indonesia, 80582   Ph: (+62) 0877 1329 0538irewood@kaltimber.com

We also work custom request and special design, feel free to contact us to discuss your next project!



PRODUCT LIST
> Bookshelves

> Candle holder

> Chopping board

> Chopstick

> Coaster

> Commemorative plaque

> Container

> Cube

> Desk organizer

HOMEWARES
irewood.comH

> Magnetic rack

> Pen holder

> Photo Frame

> Soap dish

> Sushi plate

> Swing

> Tray

> Wedding plaque

> Wooden spoon

Jalan Raya Sakah 22x, Batuan, Sukawati, Bali, Indonesia, 80582   Ph: (+62) 0877 1329 0538irewood@kaltimber.com

We also work custom request and special design, feel free to contact us to discuss your next project!



BOOKSHELVES

High precision 
laser engraving

Engrave
3

2

Indoor

Choose a 
customization

Classic smooth sanded to 
a 240 grit for a classy look

Classic
Texture

Uniquely designed portable bookshelf

This uniquely designed, portable bookshelf is a must-have for every book lover. 

It serves as a haven for your books and makes it easy for you to keep your 

books neat and around you for when you need them. It's perfect for interior 

decorations in your living room, bedroom, office, or anywhere you want it. 

1

Custom made 
brass characters

Brass

Without any
customization

Natural

Price & Size

SKU: IW-BKUL-S4

IDR                   Cm
From 123.000      19x30

4

Choose a 
     finishing

Not available

QR code

Natural tung oil 
Made in Indonesia

Oil
Would it be a gift 
without gift wrapping?

Gift wrapping

Vintage
Not available

5

Jalan Raya Sakah 22x, Batuan, Sukawati, Bali, Indonesia, 80582   Ph: (+62) 0877 1329 0538irewood@kaltimber.com



CANDLE HOLDER

High precision 
laser engraving

Engrave
3

2

Indoor

Choose a 
customization

Classic smooth sanded to 
a 240 grit for a classy look

Classic
Texture

Aesthetic wooden candle holder 

Are you looking for a great way to add warmth to your home, illuminate your space, 

or set up a romantic atmosphere? Look no more! This candle holder smooth is beautifully 

designed from rare hardwood to hold your candle stable.

1

Custom made 
brass characters 
and symbols

Brass

Without any
customization

Natural

Price & Size

SKU: IW-CHUL-S4

IDR        Cm 
82.500                 6x10x10

4

Choose a 
     finishing

Scan your very own
QR code to display
any content you wish

QR code

Natural tung oil 
Made in Indonesia

Oil
Would it be a gift 
without gift wrapping?

Gift wrapping

Vintage
Original rustic wire brushed
to keep the old wood look

5

Jalan Raya Sakah 22x, Batuan, Sukawati, Bali, Indonesia, 80582   Ph: (+62) 0877 1329 0538irewood@kaltimber.com



CHOPPING BOARD

High precision 
laser engraving

Engrave
3

2

Indoor

Choose a 
customization

Classic smooth sanded to 
a 240 grit for a classy look

Classic
Texture

Classic and exotic wooden vintage chopping board 

This exotic, classy-vintage wooden chopping board is a must-have for every 

kitchen. With natural antibacterial properties through its capillary action that 

wicks away moisture from its surface, it's proven to be a far better option than 

plastic or glass boards anytime. Made from hardwood, it won't scratch easily

and has a long life. 

1

Custom made 
brass characters 
and symbols

Brass

Without any
customization

Natural

Price & Size
SKU: IW-CBUL-S4

IDR        Cm
From 186.500      1.8x32x25 
                           1.8x32x40

4

Choose a 
     finishing

Scan your very own
QR code to display
any content you wish

QR code

Natural tung oil 
Made in Indonesia

Oil
Would it be a gift 
without gift wrapping?

Gift wrapping

5

Exotic
A bit of classic smooth, a bit
of original rustic for this one 
of a kind texture

Jalan Raya Sakah 22x, Batuan, Sukawati, Bali, Indonesia, 80582   Ph: (+62) 0877 1329 0538irewood@kaltimber.com



CHOPSTICK

High precision 
laser engraving

Engrave
3

2

Indoor

Choose a 
customization

Classic smooth sanded to 
a 240 grit for a classy look

Classic
Texture

Eco-friendly wooden chopsticks made from reclaimed-recycled wood 

It is preferred for its versatility. These eco-friendly chopsticks are enjoyable 

and highly durable. It is also a low heat conductor compared to metal spoons 

and most forks. Treat yourself to a bowl of pasta and enjoy the feel of this 

great chopstick. Here comes a unique wooden addition to your kitchen utensil. 

1

Custom made 
brass characters 
and symbols

Brass

Without any
customization

Natural

Price & Size

SKU: IW-CSUL-S4

IDR 1 SET        Cm 
From 25.000        0.8x0.8x23

4

Choose a 
     finishing

Not available

QR code

Natural tung oil 
Made in Indonesia

Oil
Would it be a gift 
without gift wrapping?

Gift wrapping

Vintage
Not available

5

Jalan Raya Sakah 22x, Batuan, Sukawati, Bali, Indonesia, 80582   Ph: (+62) 0877 1329 0538irewood@kaltimber.com



COASTER

High precision 
laser engraving

Engrave
3

2

Indoor

Choose a 
customization

Classic smooth sanded to 
a 240 grit for a classy look

Classic
Texture

20x more durable wooden coasters made from reclaimed wood 

These sets of 4 wooden coasters are the most durable wooden coasters 
you've ever seen. Handmade from rare reclaimed-recycled wood, they are 
a must-have home decor, for adding that sweet furniture touch to your 
living room, personal space, or anywhere around your home and office.

1

Custom made 
brass characters 
and symbols

Brass

Without any
customization

Natural

Price & Size

SKU: IW-CCUL-S4

IDR        Cm
From 25.000        1x9x9

4

Choose a 
     finishing

Scan your very own
QR code to display
any content you wish

QR code

Natural tung oil 
Made in Indonesia

Oil
Would it be a gift 
without gift wrapping?

Gift wrapping

Vintage
Not available

5

Jalan Raya Sakah 22x, Batuan, Sukawati, Bali, Indonesia, 80582   Ph: (+62) 0877 1329 0538irewood@kaltimber.com



COMMEMORATIVE

High precision 
laser engraving

Engrave
3

2

Indoor

Choose a 
customization

Classic smooth sanded to 
a 240 grit for a classy look

Classic
Texture

Classy and exotic reclaimed-wood commemorative plaque 

These commemorative plaques are sure to impress just anyone. Designed 

with the best quality reclaimed-recycled wood makes it second to 

none - exotic and classic! Letterings are burnt into the wood using an 

engraving laser. 

1

Custom made 
brass characters 
and symbols

Brass

Without any
customization

Natural

Price & Size

SKU: IW-CPUL-S4

IDR        Cm 
From 100.000      1.8x17x30

4

Choose a 
     finishing

Scan your very own
QR code to display
any content you wish

QR code

Natural tung oil 
Made in Indonesia

Oil
Would it be a gift 
without gift wrapping?

Gift wrapping

Exotic
A bit of classic smooth, a bit
of original rustic for this one 
of a kind texture

5

Jalan Raya Sakah 22x, Batuan, Sukawati, Bali, Indonesia, 80582   Ph: (+62) 0877 1329 0538irewood@kaltimber.com



     CONTAINER

High precision 
laser engraving

Engrave
3

2

Indoor

Choose a 
customization

Classic smooth sanded to 
a 240 grit for a classy look

Classic
Texture

Reusable and versatile, reclaimed-recycled wooden container 

This wooden perfume tester container is one of a kind. Uniquely designed to 

fit several purposes, it's a must-have item of utility for everyone. Use it to store 

your lipsticks, jewelry, or toothpick, or as a perfume tester. They come in 

fashionable black containers and are perfect for local and international travels. 

1

Custom made 
brass characters 

Brass

Without any
customization

Natural

Price & Size

SKU: IW-CRUL-S4

IDR        Cm 
From 115.000       3x10

4

Choose a 
     finishing

Not available

QR code

Natural tung oil 
Made in Indonesia

Oil
Would it be a gift 
without gift wrapping?

Gift wrapping

Vintage
Not available

5

Jalan Raya Sakah 22x, Batuan, Sukawati, Bali, Indonesia, 80582   Ph: (+62) 0877 1329 0538irewood@kaltimber.com



CUBE

High precision 
laser engraving

Engrave
3

2

Indoor

Choose a 
customization

Classic smooth sanded to 
a 240 grit for a classy look

Classic
Texture

Portable wooden cube; affordable yet luminous 

These wooden cubes are perfect interior designs for any office or home. 

If you're looking for cheap and affordable yet luminous home decor to add 

that special touch to your living room, bedroom, or anywhere around your 

home or office, this beautiful piece is yours to have. 

1

Custom made 
brass characters 

Brass

Without any
customization

Natural

Price & Size

SKU: IW-CEUL-S4

IDR        Cm
From 31.500        5x5x5

4

Choose a 
     finishing

Scan your very own
QR code to display
any content you wish

QR code

Natural tung oil 
Made in Indonesia

Oil
Would it be a gift 
without gift wrapping?

Gift wrapping

Vintage
Not available

5

Jalan Raya Sakah 22x, Batuan, Sukawati, Bali, Indonesia, 80582   Ph: (+62) 0877 1329 0538irewood@kaltimber.com



DESK ORGANIZER

High precision 
laser engraving

Engrave
3

2

Indoor

Choose a 
customization

Classic smooth sanded to 
a 240 grit for a classy look

Classic
Texture

Highly durable handmade wooden desk organizer  

Avoid misplacing documents and stay ahead of the task list with this durable 

desk organizer. These highly durable organizer desks are perfect for keeping 

paper off the work surface space. They are creatively handmade to serve as 

home decor, adding that special furniture touch to your workspace. 

1

Custom made 
brass characters 
and symbols

Brass

Without any
customization

Natural

Price & Size

SKU: IW-DOUL-S4

IDR        Cm 
From 189.000     4.5x11.5x25

4

Choose a 
     finishing

Scan your very own
QR code to display
any content you wish

QR code

Natural tung oil 
Made in Indonesia

Oil
Would it be a gift 
without gift wrapping?

Gift wrapping

Vintage
Not available

5

Jalan Raya Sakah 22x, Batuan, Sukawati, Bali, Indonesia, 80582   Ph: (+62) 0877 1329 0538irewood@kaltimber.com



MAGNETIC RACK

High precision 
laser engraving

Engrave
3

2

Indoor

Choose a 
customization

Classic smooth sanded to 
a 240 grit for a classy look

Classic
Texture

Multifunctional wooden magnetic wall/knife rack 

This wooden magnetic wall rack is uniquely designed to be multifunctional. 

It can be transformed into a wooden cutting board and gives you more space

to work with. It is built with well-hidden magnets that provide a sticking effect to 

hold metal objects to the wooden shelf.  It's your perfect kitchen helper. 

1

Custom made 
brass characters 
and symbols

Brass

Without any
customization

Natural

Price & Size

SKU: IW-MRUL-S4

IDR             Cm 
From 269.000     1.8x9x40

4

Choose a 
     finishing

Scan your very own
QR code to display
any content you wish

QR code

Natural tung oil 
Made in Indonesia

Oil
Would it be a gift 
without gift wrapping?

Gift wrapping

Vintage
Not available

5

Jalan Raya Sakah 22x, Batuan, Sukawati, Bali, Indonesia, 80582   Ph: (+62) 0877 1329 0538irewood@kaltimber.com



PEN HOLDER

High precision 
laser engraving

Engrave

3

2

Indoor

Choose a 
customization

Classic smooth sanded to 
a 240 grit for a classy look

Classic
Texture

Durable wooden pen holder 

This wooden pen holder is worth having. A great utility item stores all your 

stationery items while adding functional decor to your work area. 

1

Custom made 
brass characters 
and symbols

Brass

Without any
customization

Natural

Price & Size

SKU: IW-PHUL-S4

IDR        Cm 
From 138.000     8x8x8.5

4

Choose a 
     finishing

Scan your very own
QR code to display
any content you wish

QR code

Natural tung oil 
Made in Indonesia

Oil
Would it be a gift 
without gift wrapping?

Gift wrapping

Vintage
Not Available

5

Jalan Raya Sakah 22x, Batuan, Sukawati, Bali, Indonesia, 80582   Ph: (+62) 0877 1329 0538irewood@kaltimber.com



PHOTO FRAME

High precision 
laser engraving

Engrave
3

2

Indoor

Choose a 
customization

Classic smooth sanded to 
a 240 grit for a classy look

Classic
Texture

Long lasting photo frame 

Can't figure out an excellent way to have your pictures displayed around the house? 

This uniquely designed photo frame is all you need to give your image that decorative 

edging and also aesthetically integrate your photographs with your surroundings. 

It comes in three different sizes for you to choose from. 

1

Custom made 
brass characters

Brass

Without any
customization

Natural

Price & Size

SKU: IW-PFUL-S4

IDR        Cm 
From 112.000      10x16 

                      20x25 / 25x30

4
Choose a 

     finishing

Not available

QR code

Natural tung oil 
Made in Indonesia

Oil
Would it be a gift 
without gift wrapping?

Gift wrapping

Vintage
Not available

5

Jalan Raya Sakah 22x, Batuan, Sukawati, Bali, Indonesia, 80582   Ph: (+62) 0877 1329 0538irewood@kaltimber.com



SOAP DISH

High precision 
laser engraving

Engrave
3

2

Indoor

Choose a 
customization

Classic smooth sanded to 
a 240 grit for a classy look

Classic
Texture

Eco-friendly reclaimed-recycled wooden soap dish 

When it comes to living an eco-conscious and sustainable life, every decision 

we make as a consumer holds meaning. This eco-friendly reclaimed-recycled 

wooden soap dish is uniquely built, so it doesn't absorb moisture, swell, or warp. 

It has drain holes to ensure zero pooling. It's very minimalistic yet beautiful to 

give your kitchen or bathroom a natural touch. 

1

Custom made 
brass characters 

Brass

Without any
customization

Natural

Price & Size

SKU: IW-SDUL-S4

IDR             Cm 
From 145.000     1.5x8x13

4

Choose a 
     finishing

Not available

QR code

Natural tung oil 
Made in Indonesia

Oil
Would it be a gift 
without gift wrapping?

Gift wrapping

Vintage
Not available

5

Jalan Raya Sakah 22x, Batuan, Sukawati, Bali, Indonesia, 80582   Ph: (+62) 0877 1329 0538irewood@kaltimber.com



SUSHI PLATE

High precision 
laser engraving

Engrave
3

2

Indoor

Choose a 
customization

Classic smooth sanded to 
a 240 grit for a classy look

Classic
Texture

Premium quality reclaimed-recycled wooden rectangular sushi plate

This premium quality rectangular sushi plate can cover food for your whole family.

Made from old-growth woods makes it 100% natural and break-resistant. 

It's easy to clean and ideal for all types of occasions. 

1

Custom made 
brass characters 
and symbols

Brass

Without any
customization

Natural

Price & Size

SKU: IW-SPUL-S4

IDR        Cm 
From 149.000      10x30

4

Choose a 
     finishing

Scan your very own
QR code to display
any content you wish

QR code

Natural tung oil 
Made in Indonesia

Oil
Would it be a gift 
without gift wrapping?

Gift wrapping

Vintage
Not Available

5
 

Jalan Raya Sakah 22x, Batuan, Sukawati, Bali, Indonesia, 80582   Ph: (+62) 0877 1329 0538irewood@kaltimber.com



SWING

High precision 
laser engraving

Engrave
3

2

Indoor

Choose a 
customization

Classic smooth sanded to 
a 240 grit for a classy look

Classic
Texture

Long lasting, uniquely designed wooden swing 

Playtime just got better! This uniquely designed wooden swing is just what 

you need in the backyard of your home or wherever you want it to allow 

your kids and family to bond even better. 

1

Custom made 
brass characters 
and symbols

Brass

Without any
customization

Natural

Price & SKU

SKU: IW-WSUL-SA

IDR        Cm 
From 199.000      1.8x30x50

4

Choose a 
     finishing

Scan your very own
QR code to display
any content you wish

QR code

Natural tung oil 
Made in Indonesia

Oil
Would it be a gift 
without gift wrapping?

Gift wrapping

5

Exotic
Not available

Jalan Raya Sakah 22x, Batuan, Sukawati, Bali, Indonesia, 80582   Ph: (+62) 0877 1329 0538irewood@kaltimber.com



TRAY

High precision 
laser engraving

Engrave
3

2

Indoor

Choose a 
customization

Classic smooth sanded to 
a 240 grit for a classy look

Classic
Texture

Multifunctional wooden tray

These highly durable wooden plates are a must-have for all kitchens. It is 
built with reclaimed-recycled wood to last longer than regular plates. It can 
serve as a cutting board and as a food rack. It comes in two different sizes. 

1

Custom made 
brass characters 
and symbols

Brass

Without any
customization

Natural

Price & Size

SKU: IW-WTUL-S4

IDR       Cm
From 198.000      1.5x25x50

4

Choose a 
     finishing

Scan your very own
QR code to display
any content you wish

QR code

Natural tung oil 
Made in Indonesia

Oil
Would it be a gift 
without gift wrapping?

Gift wrapping

Vintage
Original rustic wirebrushed
to keep the old wood look

5

Jalan Raya Sakah 22x, Batuan, Sukawati, Bali, Indonesia, 80582   Ph: (+62) 0877 1329 0538irewood@kaltimber.com



WEDDING PLAQUE

High precision 
laser engraving

Engrave
3

2

Indoor

Choose a 
customization

Classic smooth sanded to 
a 240 grit for a classy look

Classic
Texture

Smooth and exotic wedding anniversary marriage plaque 

These smooth and exotic wedding/ marriage anniversary plaques are sure to impress

just anyone. It is designed with the highest quality reclaimed-recycled wood to make 

it durable and very appealing to the eyes. Letterings are burnt into the wood 

using an engraving laser. 

1

Custom made 
brass characters 
and symbols

Brass

Without any
customization

Natural

Price & Size

SKU: IW-WPUL-S4

IDR             Cm
From 80.000        1.8x17x30

4

Choose a 
     finishing

Scan your very own
QR code to display
any content you wish

QR code

Natural tung oil 
Made in Indonesia

Oil
Would it be a gift 
without gift wrapping?

Gift wrapping

5

Exotic
A bit of classic smooth, a bit
of original rustic for this one 
of a kind texture

Jalan Raya Sakah 22x, Batuan, Sukawati, Bali, Indonesia, 80582   Ph: (+62) 0877 1329 0538irewood@kaltimber.com



           SPOON

High precision 
laser engraving

Engrave
3

2

Indoor

Choose a 
customization

Classic smooth sanded to 
a 240 grit for a classy look

Classic
Texture

Hygienic multifunctional reclaimed-recycled wooden spoon 

This wooden spoon is just what you need to stir foods like risotto and polenta 

that require constant stirring. It doesn't scratch the pot and bowl and can mix 

any dish in any vessel. It doesn't conduct heat as much as metal spoons; 

rest it on the side of a pot when you need a stir BREAK. It's a unique addition 

to every kitchen!

1

Custom made 
brass characters

Brass

Without any
customization

Natural

Price & Size

SKU: IW-SNUL-S4

IDR 1 SET        Cm 
From 175.000      7x32

4

Choose a 
     finishing

Not available

QR code

Natural tung oil 
Made in Indonesia

Oil
Would it be a gift 
without gift wrapping?

Gift wrapping

Vintage
Not available

5

Jalan Raya Sakah 22x, Batuan, Sukawati, Bali, Indonesia, 80582   Ph: (+62) 0877 1329 0538irewood@kaltimber.com
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